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This talk

Three parts:

- Grounding and Scope (high level, non-technical)
- Building blocks (current best practices, technical)
- Relationships to other research

We focus on telling a story, highlighting relevant work along the way

- We won’t go into much detail on any specific paper
- Inspirations from cognitive science, linguistics and philosophy

I want to leave you with a lot to think about and get inspired!
 



Disclaimer

We focus exclusively on neural network models for grounding

- Other areas: semantic parsing, models of language acquisition, etc
- What we discuss is not new with deep learning!

This talk primarily focuses on language-vision integration

- Much of what we discuss generalizes to other modalities
- Vision is not the only way to ground language!

There is a lot more related work we don’t cover - use these slides as a starting point
and explore more
 



Part I: Grounding and Scope

Two approaches towards grounding natural language 



SHRDLU (Winograd, 1972)
Very early attempt at natural language grounding

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QAJz4YKUwqw


* Slide from Felix Hill

SHRDLU (Winograd, 1972)

The constructions (verbs, prepositions, question types etc) and vocabulary 
determined in advance

A parser written to map known constructions to 'action plans'

The effect of each 'action plan' on the visual environment programmed

Hard work to add a new linguistic capacity



Agent Scope
Domain of accessible perception to the agent

Training scope Evaluation scope

“Intelligent”!

Not “Intelligent”!



* This is a ML perspective on the definition from psychology “cognition depends on aspects of the agent’s body other than the brain”  

Why NLP is hard (amongst many other reasons!)
Natural language is inherently tied to our world scope!

Embodiment: Match the perceptual scope at training with evaluation*
We add a lot of additional meaning to language from our own world embodiment!

Ambiguity and Pragmatics:

- “You have a green light”

What effect does agent scope have on pragmatics?



*Examples from Felix Hill, Jay McClelland

Why NLP is hard (amongst many other reasons!)* 
Meaning is context dependent

- John loves Mary
- John loves ice cream

Metaphoricity is the rule, not the exception

- Dave pushed the button
- Dave pushed the trainees
- Dave pushed the drugs

Meaning is not in language. Language indicates meaning!



Is embodiment necessary?
Can we learn everything from text alone? Why or why not?

- Infinite recursion of symbol lookup

If you can, is it efficient?

Further discussion involves whether mechanical embodiment can match human scope, bringing into discussion consciousness and the nature of reality (well beyond the scope of this talk)



*images from Xu et al, 2015.

Brittleness and Leverage

Brittleness: divergence(training scope, evaluation scope)

Leverage:  Model’s effect on observer from world scope.
                   More divergence -> more leveraging power

            Looks really impressive!                                     Looks really silly...



*This might be restricted to simulation initially

Approach #1: Tie training and evaluation scopes*

Training 
scope

Evaluation
scope

World
scope

(1) (2) (3)

Progress over time...



Recent Vision-Language Environments

DeepMind Lab (Beattie et al, 2016)

ViZDoom (Kempka et al, 2016)

HoME (Brodeur et al, 2017)

Matterport3D / R2R (Anderson et al, 2018)

House3D (Das et al, 2017; Wu et al, 2018)



Simulated Language Learning (Hermann et al, 2017)
Agent must navigate an environment to find objects given instructions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJjdu1bPJ04


ACTRCE (Wu et al, 2018)
Agent is evaluated on unseen test instructions with new attribute-object pairs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cm2m_3NfZhw


Embodied Question Answering (Das et al, 2018)
Agent must navigate an environment to answer questions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVj-TeIJfrk


Approach #2: Grow training scope, evaluate in world scope 

Training 
scope

Evaluation
scope

World
scope

(1) (2) (3)

Progress over time...



Search as Quasi-grounding
What if our agents had access to search?



Image Dispersion (Kiela & Hill et al, 2014)

What’s the meaning of “čūska”?



Image Dispersion (Kiela & Hill et al, 2014)

What’s the meaning of “salīdzināt”?



Picturebook (Kiros & Chan et al, 2018)*

“cat” [0.5, -0.02, …, 0.14]

Google Image Search

Word embedding

Grounding language through image search

*We are not the first to do this! See paper for related work



Picturebook (Kiros & Chan et al, 2018)
Abstraction vs concreteness of words

Correlations (x100) to human judgements and image dispersion

Part-of-speech analysis: Glove vs Picturebook preference



Navigating through StreetView (Mirowski et al, 2018)
Agent navigates to reach destination through Google StreetView

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yjWDNXYh5s


Playing games via YouTube (Aytar & Pfaff et al, 2018)
Learning to play hard exploration games through expert video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhUqfLjvONY


A strategy towards embodiment
Focus research on both approaches
Transfer representations across approaches
Add complexity and scope overtime

                          Approach 1                                               Approach 2



ACTRCE Unseen word generalization (Harris Chan)
Use pre-trained sentence embeddings to generalize beyond training words

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CaA0RxqbD-w


Part II: Building blocks

Current approaches for connecting multiple modalities



Five components in multimodal model building

cat

 cat

Encoding                       Decoding

Interaction

Prediction / 
Control

Objective / Loss

L(P, T | X)

Encoding, Decoding, Interaction, Prediction, Objective



Three ways for modalities to interact

  Matching                                           Fusion                                     Modulation
  score(X,Y)                                         vec(X,Y)                                     vec(X|Y)                       

cat

cat cat

Matching, Fusion and Modulation



Matching
Learning a joint embedding space for retrieval



Images from Arevalo et al, 2017; Fukui et al, 2016*

Fusion (E.g: Arevalo et al 2017; Fukui et al 2016)
Combining representations of multiple modalities

 Simple (add/concat)                 Gating-based*                     Compact Bilinear Pooling*                



Feature-wise Linear Modulation (Perez et al, 2017)
A general approach to conditioning / modulation

*image from https://distill.pub/2018/feature-wise-transformations/



*image from https://distill.pub/2018/feature-wise-transformations/

Visual Question-Answering on CLEVR (Perez et al, 2017)
Answering questions about images



Modulating early visual processing (de Vries et al, 2017)
Answering questions about images

*image from https://distill.pub/2018/feature-wise-transformations/



RL with text-based instructions (Chaplot et al, 2018)
Modulating visual processing with language instructions

*image from https://distill.pub/2018/feature-wise-transformations/



Feature-wise Linear Modulation and Attention
How FiLM and attention are related:

*image from https://distill.pub/2018/feature-wise-transformations/



*Image from Kaiser et al, 2017.

“Translation” in a general sense

Translating one type of modality into another



*Image from Mikolov et al, 2013.

“Translation” as Mappings in Vector Space
Exploiting geometric structure in language embeddings



Summary

Five generic component types:

- Encoding, Decoding, Interaction, Prediction/Control, Objective

Three generic types of interaction layers:

- Scoring, Fusion, Modulation

“Translating” between modalities as vector space mappings

These ideas allow for building expressive multimodal models. What’s missing?



Part III: Grounding and Related 
Research 
Contextualization, Multi-Aptness, Specificity, Relevance Realization, Language Generation  



Grounding and related research

We will discuss how grounding relates to:

- Contextualization
- Multi-apt representations
- Relevance Realization
- Specificity
- Natural Language Generation and Dialogue

Unifying the above ideas will allow us to discover new research directions!

Think about how to use the building blocks to implement models.



Perspective shifting (Barsalou)

What do the following concepts have in common?

    Spouse, Children, Pets, Works of Art, Explosive material, Toxic material



Perspective shifting (Barsalou)

What do the following concepts have in common?

    Spouse, Children, Pets, Works of Art, Explosive material, Toxic material

“Things you pay attention to in a fire”



Perspective shifting (Barsalou)

What do the following concepts have in common?

    Spouse, Children, Pets, Works of Art, Explosive material, Toxic material

“Things you pay attention to in a fire”

How would you build a program to model this behaviour?
Do the underlying representations need to change with new information?



Exercise!
Lets use our building blocks to construct a model

Spouse      Children          Pets

    Art          Explosive       Toxic

Spouse      Children          Pets

    Art          Explosive       Toxic

“Things you pay 
 attention to 
in a fire”

              Low score                                                                           High score



Contextualization through Cross-Situational Learning
Learning meaning through multiple uncertain exposures

      Divritenis atrodas zālē.                                  Persona, kas brauc ar skrituļdēlu.                         Divas ēdoš meitenes, brauca         
                                                                                                                                                                                   ar divriteni.

Which words relate to “bike”?



Contextualization through Cross-Situational Learning
Learning meaning through multiple uncertain exposures

      Divritenis atrodas zālē.                                  Persona, kas brauc ar skrituļdēlu.                         Divas ēdoš meitenes, brauca         
                                                                                                                                                                                   ar divriteni.

Which words relate to “bike”?



*Example from May et al, 2012.

Sense Disambiguation and Grounding
“The crane was so massive it blocked the sun.”

Which sense of “crane” is this referring to?*



*Example from May et al, 2012.

Sense Disambiguation and Grounding
“The crane was so massive it blocked the sun.”

Which sense of “crane” is this referring to?*



*Image from https://einstein.ai/research/learned-in-translation-contextualized-word-vectors

Contextualized reps. (McCann et al, 2017; Peters et al, 2018; etc)
Harness large corpus to learn contextualized word representations

                        Training                                                          Inference



Winograd Schemas (Winograd, Levesque, et al)

The trophy doesn't fit into the brown suitcase because it's too [small/large]. 
What is too [small/large]? 

The city councilmen refused the demonstrators a permit because they 
[feared/advocated] violence. 
Who [feared/advocated] violence? 

The man couldn't lift his son because he was so [weak/heavy].
Who was [weak/heavy]? 



*Image from Radford et al, 2018.

Multi-apt representations (E.g: Radford et al, 2018)
Multi-aptness allows for flexible modulation across many contexts / tasks

Other examples: CoVe, ELMo, ULMFit, InferSent, Skip-Thoughts, etc



InferLite (Kiros & Chan, 2018) [to appear soon]

Very fast training and inference of multi-apt (generic) sentence embeddings

- Simplest versions can be trained in < 30 min on 1 GPU. No recurrence

Works as well as InferSent (Conneau et al, 2017) on average

- Obtained much stronger results on semantic similarity tasks

Can learn binary codes for semantic hashing as part of the model

- Combined with fast inference allows for sparse encoding of billions of 
sentences with minor performance degradation  



Highly recommended lecture: “Why don’t we have AI yet?” (Vervaeke, 2013)

Relevance Realization (Vervaeke et al, 2012)
Our ability to “zone in” on what’s relevant at any given time
Act in a combinatorially-large search space without “scoring” all states.

                         Mutilated Chessboard Problem (Max Black, 1946)



*Images from Bahdanau et al, 2015.

Dynamic Representations <-> Modulation <-> Relevance
Modulation allows for dynamic representation updates
Update representations based on relevance, through optimization



Visual Question Answering
Answering questions about images and video

                                      (Antol et al, 2015; Tapaswi et al, 2016; etc)

                                       How would you realize relevance in these problems?



Aligning Books and Movies (Kiros & Zhu et al, 2015)
Matching book passages with movie clips



Image Specificity (Jas & Parikh, 2015) 
Variance in human generated image descriptions:



Tasks ordered by specificity of the conditionals

High to low specificity:

- Autoencoding
- Reversing or sorting sequences
- Machine Translation                                                         More need for
- Image captioning                                                               human evaluation
- Dialogue
- Writing prompts / story completion
- Unconditional language generation

Key idea: Increase specification through grounding (E.g. Dialogue)
High specificity tasks are amenable to automated metrics.



GuessWhat?! (De Vries et al, 2017)
Finding object references through grounded dialogue



Cooperative Visual Dialog Agents (Das et al, 2017)
Image guessing game between two agents



Talk the Walk (De Vries et al, 2018)
Navigating New York City through Grounded Dialogue



Capacity vs Specificity in natural language generation

An oracle allows you to generate perfect text with a copy mechanism

- High Specificity, low model capacity requirement

Unconditional models require large capacity to generate “reasonable” text

- Low specificity, high model capacity requirement

A mechanism for relevance realization allows for dynamic specificity adjustment



Visual Storytelling (Huang et al, 2016)
Ground storytelling through images: increased specificity



*Example taken from Fan et al, 2018.

Hierarchical Neural Story Generation (Fan et al, 2018)
Generate a story given a writing prompt



Generation as Inference, Inference as Analogy Making

Infer a vector that when decoded, represents the intended text.
Analogy making as a form of inference.

*Image from 
https://medium.com/@samim/generating-stories-about-images-d163ba41e4ed

source

target

analogy



Putting all the pieces together

- There are seemingly infinite notions of similarity and contexts in language
- Grounding allows for embodied contexts
- Representations that allow for easy context modulation are multi-apt
- Relevance realization: our ability to “zone in” on relevant information
- RR with multi-apt representations allow for flexible context encoding
- Grounding and context fixing can increase specificity in tasks like dialogue
- Realizing relevance -> increased specificity -> more controllable text gen

 
- Overall: we would like methods that can harness contexts, realize relevance

and dynamically adapt its representations over time 



A “moonshot” project

Generating books conditioned on a movie / metadata / plot / dialogue etc

All of the ideas we discussed would be required!
(We tried this in ~2015 with Sanja Fidler and it was a disaster) 

Image from Zhu+Kiros et al, 2015.



Thanks!

Special thanks to:

Astrid Berg
Erin Grant (Berkeley)
Felix Hill (DeepMind)
William Chan (Google Brain)
Geoff Hinton (Google Brain)

for discussion and feedback on this talk!


